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Box 1 Bulletin Board

Electronic message boards, also known as bulletin boards, arc metaphors for

traditional message boards. The messages on most of these boards are available

for everyone to see. Unlike on listservers, usershave to go to a bulletin board to

get messages. Many are embedded within Web sites, which help to give them

context and to define the purpose of the community. An increasing number of

bulletin board discussions are being moderated.

liulletin boards present messages in chronological order of receipt, unless they

are replies to earlier messages. Some also provide threading capabilities (e.g.,

Bob's bulletin board in Figure 2.1) in which repliesare positioned—threaded—

with the message to which they relate. Often, replies are indented beneath the

original, with replies to replies further indented. The abbreviation "Re" also

indicates a reply. The first message in a thread contains a subject line in which

the sender indicates what the message is about. The user's ID anddateof posting

is also contained in the header. Messages arc often several lines long. In this

asynchronous mode of communication, participants have time to think as they

composetheir messages. Archives ofold messages are generallykept for several

months. Many bulletin board systems now offer good search and filter tools,

and icons for signalling the content of messages and emotional intentions of the

sender.
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Box 2 Email and Listscrvcrs

Email is the pulse of the Internet. The first people to use email were scientists

and university academics; today it is widely used by businesses, families, gov

ernment agencies, and schoolchildren alike. Millions of people send innumer

able email messages every day (Anderson, Bikson, Law, & Mitchell, 1995). Like

the Internet itself, email was developed as a military research project in the early

1970s and was then expanded for civilian scientific research endeavors. Large

companies such as IBM and Texas Instruments quickly began using it, but

messages were sent as files to a target machine, not to individual recipients. It

was not until the early 1980s that messages could be sent to individuals and the

Internet as the public knows it today came into being.

Mail programs vary from system to system. Until ten years ago users had to

learn cryptic commands. Now most systems have a graphical user interface

(GUI). The basic components include: an inbox to receive new messages; files

for storing messages; and commands for replying, creating, forwarding, and

sending messages to individuals or groups of individuals. Most mail systems

also provide searching and sorting facilities and filters that can be set to collect

mail from particular sources. Users can also append files to messages; develop

an address book for storing frequently used addresses; create aliases for in

dividuals and groups. For example, I have a list of thirty addresses of

friends stored under an alias,friends. When I type friends in the address slot

of a new message template, the message will be sent to everyone on my

friends list.
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A listserver, often simply referred to as a listserv after that product, makes it

even easier to create a mailing list that could contain hundreds or thousands of

names. With listserver software, participants add their own addresses using a

simple subscribe command. A listserver isone of the most widely used, basic

forms of communication for online communities. However, while there are

few technical hurdles, sociability and usability are still issues for consideration

(Chapters 8 and 9).

The choiceof treatment is, however, tiot asstraightforwardasit might seem. Ifsurgery

is chosen, patients must select from among different versions of the reconstruction.

Furthermore, patients must understand that everyone responds differently to treat

ments; they have different pain tolerance and experience varying recovery times, so

what works for one person may not work for another. Age, gender, body weight,

lifestyle, and attitude are other factors that influence the success of the surgery. Of

course, the skillof the physician isan important variable, too. Having made a choice,

the patient then has to work through the recovery phases, which may, as noted, be

tedious and painful. Inaddition there may be stresses associated with lifestyle changes

after surgery and the uncertainty of whether full recovery will be achieved.

Orthopedic surgeons can answer medical questions, and may be able to draw on

observations of hundreds of patients, but most patients want to know what it was like

for other patients. They want to hear first-hand accounts ofothers' experiences. How

much did it hurt? How does what 1 am experiencing compare with what you

experienced? If 1 do this, what should 1 expect? One way of getting answers to
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Figure 2.1 Bob's ACL bulletin board

Reproduced by pcrmiwion of Bob Willmot [bobwillmot <' yahoo.com|

such questions i^ t>> seek oui other patients on Web bulletin boards such .is Bob's

(Figure 2.1).

Notice that Bob's bulletin board has .1 name, and tli.u messages are threaded, which

means they arc positioned to indicate how they are related. In this example, replies to

.1 message arc positioned beneath the original message and arc indented. A reply t" .1

reply is indented further. Messages with no replies arc listed below the thre.nl in the
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order in which they arrive. Each message has a subject line; "Re:" indicates a reply.

The login name of its sender and the date it was posted are also shown. Bulletin

boards with this structure have been in use for many years; but there are other styles

[see Box 1]. These features help to make the bulletin board user-friendly.

Members of this community ask medical questions, circulate helpful information,

make jokes, offer and ask for support. An analysis of 5(M) messages sampled from the

board during a period often months in 1997-1998 showed that in addition to serving

as an exchange of factual information, this was an extraordinarily empathic commu

nity; 45 percent ofmessages were empathic compared with 17percent that focused on

factual information (Preece, 1999). Comments like the following were common:

We're all in this together, which helps!

Thanks for this list—it is nice to know you're not alone.

Dr. X and Dr. Z said they were amazed at how well I was recovering, and give

credit to "my good attitude and emotional preparation for surgery" © I thank

you all for much of that, thank you for your positive support.

My feeling is that nobody knows what we are going through. A lot of my friends

have had this, and though they know it is a terrible time, they can look back on it

(we will be able to do this too, one day) but for now ... I kind of feel alone. For

me, Ijust want to sleep three hours straight, just once. I guess what I am saying is

that I know what you are saying. We just have to hang in there. Good luck.

This community was strongly focused; digressing from the community's purpose

was rare. Likewise, hostility and sarcasm were almost totally absent even though
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discussionswere not overseen by a moderator. In fact, no obvious policies were in use

at that time, though at the top of the bulletin board there was a short statement of

purpose. The associated Web site provided additional information and a place where

anecdotes about injuries could be posted. In this example, little sociability support was

needed, probably because the community had a narrow focus. Everyone in the

community either had the same problem or was posting on behalf of a friend or

relative who was suffering.

Whether this is an online community, a discussion group, or a special interest group is

debatable. Certainly, there was evidence of relationships developing among partici

pants: peoplesupported eachother; patients returned after recovering to help others;

several members appeared to be self-proclaimed experts and answered questions for

newcomers. Bob himself had torn ACLs in both knees, and his Web site told the talc,

complete with amusing photographsand videos. Bob frequently directed participants

to information in archives and on his Web site. At the time ofmy study, between 8-30

messages were posted on most days. Now that number ismuch higher. But asin other

studies (Carroll & Rosson, 1996), many participants posted only once (Precce, 1999);

however, we do not know how much private communication occurred by email and

phone.

drkoop.com: A large web site with embedded communities

In July 1999, drkoop.com was listed as the most popular online medical site, with a

population of almost one and half million visitorsper day. Sincethen, despite competi

tion from other health sites such as webmed.com, medlincplus.com, and others, people

still flock to drkoop.com. In contrast to Bob's ACL community, this large, profession-
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ally developed site deals with every conceivable medical problem. It has hundreds of

screensof information, search tools, facilities for recording personal medical histories,

and numerous bulletin boards and chats supporting online communities.

Typing drkoop.com in a Web browser brings you to drkoop's home page which

looks similar to Figure 2.2. (Note: Like most busy Web sites, this one is constantly

changing, so it may now look a little different.) Categorized menus indicate the kind of

information and facilities on offer. Such things as Home, Search, Help, Join, Site

Map, About Us, International and Ad Info were included at the time of this

writing (but have changed several times since then). Clicking on About Us leads to

a list of Dr. Koop's medical credentials, thesite's privacy policy, information aboutjob

openings, advertising, and more. A picture of the well-known Dr. Koop, retired U.S.

Surgeon General, his credentials, and the American Medical Association's logo all

convey the impression that this site is reliable; the explicit information about the site's

privacy policy adds to this impression. Some people might find the advertising dis

concerting, but asat many sites, advertising provides sponsorship. Finally, the About

Us page offers tours and previews to help newcomers get oriented.

Clicking on Alzheimer ' s, for example, bringsa screen similarto Figure2.3. Notice

that this page contains many resources, including recent articles, which are changed

frequently. It also lists community activities for the day and other hot news and

communities.

In particular, notice how the communities are handled. They are integrated with the

other information on the site. It is possible to move around the site, from one feature

or community to another without encountering changes in the interface. News
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Figure 2.2 Part of home page for drkoop.com

Figures 2.2-2.i> arc reproduced I" permission of drkoop.com

reports and communities seem to belong t<> the same site. I hey look the same use

the same fonts and color scheme and have the same general design. More important,

the menus, commands, and terminology across the site are consistent, so you learn
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what to expect .is yon become familiar with the site. There are no disruptive surprises.

The interlace is seamless, .1 valuable usability feature.

Two types of communities arc available. The chats [Box 3| are interactive, real-time,

textual environments, in which participants have to be present at the same time.

communicating via short typed comments and responses (Figure 2.4). There are
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Box 3 Chats

Online chats are similar to telephone conversations, except they use text. Users

type messages that appear letter by letter, word by word on the screen. Millions

of chat groups exist, and can be found using a general Web browser such as

Yahoo! Many require participants to register. The Internet Relay Chat (IRC)

network, one of the oldest networks, serves many countries. Some chats

are "hosted" and are analogous to telephone call-in discussions. Busy chats

have several channels or chat rooms for dealing with different conversations.

In very hectic chats, attended by many people, conversations move rapidly

from topic to topic, and getting heard can be a problem, particularly for

slow typists.

Joining instructions at chats explain how to select a name or nickname, and list

commands and details of expected etiquette. A help command offers informa

tion about a particular chat feature—for example, /HELP ETIQUETTE. Some

chats are moderated, and some have a host to direct questions. During the Gulf

War, chats served an important information dissemination role.

also communities supported by bulletin boards, known as messageboards at this site.

These are similar to Bob's bulletin board. They contain asynchronous messages that

people leave for others. Asynchronous means that comnuinication can occur over a

longer period. Hours, days or weeks may pass between messages, depending on

replies. In this format, messages tend to be longer, usually several lines or more. In

contrast, chats typically have a steady flow of short comments.
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Figure 2.4 Page of chats at ilrkoop.com

The drkoop.com site has two types of chats. Scheduled chats are hosted by experts

who are available to answer questions on ,i specified topic. General chats, known

as cafes, enable patients to chat any time. Often, patients organize meeting times

among themselves or know when to find each other. The site has over 130

general chats, some ongoing day and night by people seeking advice, support, and

company.

Search facilities enable users to learn about special scheduled chats, identity chats by

topics, or obtain a complete list. This design supports newcomers as well as those
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who ,ue familiar with the site. In cafe chats, as the metaphor suggests, any topic can be

discussed, whereas named chats have a specific purpose. To participate in a chat.

visitors have to register, which typically requires supplying a login name and

password. This information is protected, as continued by the following message:

' 'You have requested a secure document. The document and any inf orma-

i you send back areencryp ted for privacy while in transit. For more

information on security, choose Document Information from the View

menu. ' ' Joining a cafe produces a screen similar to the one in Figure 2.5.

fips about online behavior arc included lor newcomers and a set ol small icons

il igurc 2.(i). known as emotes or eillOticotlS enable participants to connote emotions.

Expressing emotions is a well-known problem in textual environments where
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Figure 2.5 The cafe chat at drkoop.com
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Should the ranga ofthe defaultomolos fail to properly express what you wish
to convey, youcan create any number oforiginal expressions by typing a
colon, followed by the action in the text-entry line Increaling emotes, you are
only limited by your imagination (and your grammar skills!).

i :• •.illljili::

Youlype
funis- HV-iyi Illy ill 1-lllilln I t I tt-H'l

opinion

On screen, il becomes DKC .lane tools nvnryhndy is nnlitlnd to
lhaii opinion

Default Emote Shortcut I isi

Here is a list of default emotes shortcuts and explanations:

/ack You go "ACK".

/admonish You admonish yourself earnestly

/afk Yougo AFK (Away from Koyboaii\

/agree You agree whole-heartedly,

/apologize You apologize,

/applaud You applaud lervently

•'.il • You arch back

/bat Yon hat your eyelashes

/beam You beam

/•beg You beg like a dog

/bite You biteyourtongue

Figure 2.6 Sample of emotes from drkoop.com

body language and tone ofvoice arc not available. For example, inclusion ofa smiley

face indicates that the comment is intended to be amusing or that the sender is

.unused. In addition, instructions tell users how to create their own emote symbols,

I he chats and the message boards are overseen by an administrator in case of

problems.
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This large Web site is typical of many commercial sites. Whether the entire site is a

community or just the chats and message boards is debatable. Information provided

on Web pages, the tone, and the overall interface influence who comes to the chats

and boards and what happens in them. Thus, the Web and the communities are

closely interrelated. To satisfy academics who take a more sociological view of

community, we would have to examine the activity among people, to answer

questions such as: Is there a stable "resident" population? Do people depend on

each other? What are the benefits? What kinds of relationships have developed?

And so on. But to Internet entrepreneurs, these are communities.

This section discussed two health examples, communities distinguished by their clear

purpose, their participants, their policies and social processes.

Education Communities

Online communities offer new opportunities for students. They can work together,

exchange information, comment on each other's work, share resources, meet people

from across the world, search the Web for information without leaving their homes.

The daysof learningconstrained to specific timesand confinedto particularplaces are

rapidly disappearing. Distance education is spreading so rapidly that most universities

will soon offer some distance education classes. Before the widespread use of the

Internet and the World Wide Web, distance education was offered only by a few

specialist institutions, such as the British Open University, other open universities

that developed later, and various correspondence schools. Computers supported
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educational administration, but played only a small part in delivering education.

Printed texts were the main instructional media, supported by video, television,

audio cassette, computer simulations and the like.

Today, the Internet supports the concept of learning anytime, anywhere. In addition

to courses developed by professors, people have greater access to terabytes of in

formation just waiting to be accessed. Some students do not even come to class,

preferring to get their lessons online, turn in assignments online, and talk to their

friends online. Online communitiescan have a major role for supporting studcnt-to-

student interaction and professor-to-student interactions. This way of learning is

particularly welcomed by students with full-time jobs, because they can update

their skills without taking time away from work. Naturally, this is also appealing

to their employers. The downside is that these students may never meet their class

mates in person, which is a concern because learning is- or should be—an intrinsi

cally social process (Vygotsky, 1978, 1986).

Educators, too, arc going online to deliver their lecture notes. Unfortunately some

instructors see online education as a forum for the dissemination of knowledge,

precluding the classroom in favor of the computer. Sadly, this uninspiring method

of teaching is even welcomed by some, who see it as a fast way to get a degree or

training qualification without leaving the comfort of their armchair. Educators

(Winner, 1995) caution against this approach, which has been disparagingly called

a "digital diploma mill" (Noble, 1998). Online communities, however, can add

inspiration and community to education. Students can learn together, and benefit

from sharingideas and resources. This change iscoming, and hopefully, putting texts
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on the Web will give way to learning in a community guided by skillful moderators

and mentors (Salmon. 2000).

In the meantime, even in the classroom, students' and professors' roles are changing

because of the Web. Students can work in ways and tackle projects that would not

have been so easy before its advent. For example, students can develop their own

encyclopedias of knowledge, containing links to sources on other Web sites. Their

work can then be made available around the world to others for comment. Internet

technology has also increased the possibility that students may know things that their

professors do not.Thiscan add anexciting newdimension to learning, though it may

also be threatening for professors. More and more, professors are having to accept

that their role is to guide students to meaningful learning activities, rather than to

provide knowledge.

The big question for educators is how to best use the Internet and the Web to

promote education. What is worth doing? How can we ensure that information is

correct and useful? What types of communities support students well? Who should

teach what and to whom?

The next part of the tour briefly examines three different types of learning commu

nities: a support community for a class that meets in person weekly, a distance

education community, and a MOO environment | Box4| for teaching programming.

An in-person and online class community

Many teachers support teaching and learning with online communication. For

example. I teach a graduate class on online communities each fall, which meets
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Box 4 MUDs and MOOs

MUDs (multiuser dungeons) are a hybrid of an adventure game and a chat. In

the 1970s, adventure games became very popular. Typically, these games

involved single players wandering through a labyrinth of mazes, making deci

sions about which routes to take on the basis of clues found along the way. The

next step in this evolution was to make a game that a group could play by

talking with each other, as in chats. In modern versions of MUDs, players

assume a character represented by an avatar. Disguised as this character, the

player moves through rooms and passages slaying dragons, purchasing goods,

and engaging in adventures.

MOOs are objected-oriented MUDs, text-based virtual worlds that use physi

cal metaphors such as houses with rooms and cities. Everything in the MOO,

including the characters, is an object that is created and owned by someone. The

variety ofobjects is often huge, and may include pets, notes, documents, rooms,

and much more. Players move from place to place communicating with people

along the way. Some of the best known MOO environments are briefly

described below.

MUDs and MOOs are managed by systems administrators, known as wizards,

who have special privileges. They grant passwords and manage activity on the

MUD, including arbitrating disputes (i.e., moderating). Dictionaries of com

mands enable players to correspond with each other. These include commands

for expressing emotions, such as smiling, laughing, crying, and so on. Learning
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these commands can be quite time-consuming, so participating in MUDs and

MOOs requires commitment.

LambdaMOO, the largest, and one of the earliest, MOOs was created by Pavel

Curtis (Curtis, 1997) and his colleagues at Xerox PARC. It was envisioned as a

large house, with grounds; it has been expanded to include a Japanese garden,

beaches, underground caverns, passages, and many fantasy worlds.

LambdaMOO has over 9,000 players, and often as many as 200 play at once.

MediaMOO is a professional MOO created to enable media professionals to

meet and discuss research. For example, each week those interested in using

computers to teach composition meet at the Tuesday Night Cafe.

TinyMUD is a small MUD developed in 1979 that did not require much

computing power and so became very popular on the Internet. In its

more recent, object-oriented version, TinyMOO has over 3,000 players

and 14,000 rooms (Lehnert, 1998). TinyMOO is mostly a social organiza

tion.

weekly. The class uses email extensively for one-to-one communication, class

discussion, broadcasting messages about class events, sharing interesting online

communities or articles, and so on. This discussion list is supported by a listserver

(see Box 1].

Semester-long group projects are an important part of this class. Students work in

threes to develop an online community. There are three important requirements for
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these project assignments. First, students must work together, not alone. Typically,

teams consist of technically trained students from information systems and from

social sciences. Second, the project has to fulfill a real need; that is, be a contribution

to society that lives on after the classhas finished. (Chapter 11 describes some of these

projects.) Third, the online communities must follow the iterative community-

centered development process (described in Chapter 7). These projects are exciting,

challenging, and rewarding. In addition to working in their groups, project

members review each other's projects, share software, and in general help each

other. Without the Internet, they could not work as productively.

The following snippet shows the kind of feedback that students provide to their peers:

Your team has done a great job on this site. Here is my feedback. Most of it you

already have from Wednesday night's class. All the links appear to work well. I

did not exerciseevery single one of them though. Consider this feedback a gift -

do with it what you think is necessary.

1. The opening paragraph is pretty long. How about dividing it into two
paragraphs for easier reading?

2. Bold the statement "What is an online community?"

3. Add a title just above the picture row, e.g. "Read the Reviews and Send Us
Feedback."

Researchers question whether this is a community. If the listserver were used only for

broadcasting information, this would not be a community. However, along with

meeting in class and outside of class, visits to other team members, phone calls, and

other forms of Internet communication such as instant messaging [Box 5], the list-
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Box 5 Instant Messaging

Instant messaging is like a chat except that users develop their own membership

list containing the addressesof people they want in the group. Communication

is in real time. This form of messaging has existed for many years but modern

graphical systems like ICQ ("1 seek you") have recently made it popular,

particularly among high school and college students. In 1999, the membership

of ICQ was said to exceed 30 million. It is a particularly appealing alternative to

the phone in countries that charge for local phone calls, becauseit is free to those

with Internet access.

ICQ runs "in the background" while users attend to other tasks. It has a con

tinually expanding set of features; for example, users can send themselves

reminders; or can be anonymous so that others cannot detect them; or request

to be informed when someone joins or leaves a session. ICQ supports commu

nities scattered across the globe.

server contributes to strong relationships developing among students. Used in this

way, the listserver contributes to networking the physical community.

A distance education community

Numerous software products are available for distance education. Much commercial

software, such as WebCT and Blackboard, provide entire educational environments

comprising communications software for discussions, Web pages for presenting


